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     	Process Control	Products		Actuators
	Controllers
	Electric Actuators
	Electronic Level Switches
	Fittings
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	Watlow


	Services	Hands-On Assistance from Engineers
	Heat Trace System Services
	Heater Repair and Evaluation
	Process Heat Calculators
	Process Heating Services
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	Filtration	Products	Filters
	Filtration Assemblies
	Filtration System
	Housing
	Industrial Disinfectants


	Brands	Cantel (Formerly Mar Cor)
	Cardinal
	Des-Case
	Eaton
	Hilco/Hilliard
	Parker Filtration
	Porvair Filtration Group
	Rosedale Products, Inc.


	Services	Lube Oil Filtration System Rental
	Filtration Services
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	Brands		Ace Controls, Inc.
	Acromag
	AirTAC
	AllMotion Inc. 
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	Autonics
	 Aventics
	Balluff
	Camozzi Pneumatics
	Dorner
	Empire Magnetics
	Encoder Products
	Enerdoor
	Freelin-Wade
	HellermannTyton
	IAI Intelligent Actuator
	IDEM
	Lenze
	Mencom Corp
	Mitsubishi Electric
	Murrelektronik
	Murrplastik Systems


		NB (Nippon Bearing)
	Nidec Shimpo
	NK Technologies
	Norgren/Vaccon
	NSK
	Oriental Motor
	Parker Automation
	Patlite
	RFID, Inc.
	Rittal
	Rollon
	Schmalz
	Schunk
	Secomea
	SolaHD
	Stober
	Swivellink
	Techman Robot
	USAutomation
	WAGO
	Yokogawa
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Home Immersion Heaters





 Immersion Heaters

[image: Immersion Heaters]
The applications are endless.  With fire water tanks, the water has to be kept ready to pump year-round, in case of emergency.  Such tanks often require the ability to swap out the heater without draining the tank, which we can do.  In other applications, tank contents need to be kept at a particular temperature for process recipes or catalyst reactions.  Harsh or aggressive chemicals must be heated with a low watt density, so the process doesn’t attack the heater and shorten element life.  And, of course, there must always be a control panel, which can be mounted remotely or on the heater itself and communicate back to the customer’s SCADA.

Tank Heaters
[image: Tank Heater]
Valin offers electric tank heating solutions for any application and any style of tank. Large tank heaters are available that are uniquely designed to heat large storage tanks located above or below ground that contain highly viscous fluids or heat sensitive materials. These units allow tank heating elements to be changed without draining the tank. This is ideal for large capacity tanks that must remain filled for continuous operation and storage.
[image: Read More]




Flange Immersion Heaters
[image: Flange Immersion Heaters]
Flange immersion heaters are easy to install and maintain. Designed for heating liquids and gases in tanks and pressure vessels, flanged immersion heaters are ideal for applications requiring higher kilowatts. Flange immersion heaters are made with Watlow's WATROD or FIREBAR tubular elements brazed or welded to a flange. Stock flange heaters are equipped with a general purpose terminal enclosure. Flanged immersion heaters, with FIREBAR elements, also answer the need for liquid immersion applications requiring high kilowatts in small tanks.
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Over-the-Side Immersion Heater
[image: Over-the-Side Immersion Heaters]
Over-the-side heaters are ideal for heating water, oils, solvents, salts and acids. Application versatility is enhanced with optional sheath materials, kilowatt ratings, terminal enclosures and mounting methods. The L and O shaped “installed-from-the-top” heaters slide easily into tanks, with the heated portion immersed along the side or at the bottom. The drum immersion heaters are designed for direct immersion in a standard 55-gallon steel drum. Watlow vertical loop immersion heaters are well-suited for open tank applications.

[image: Read More]



Screw Plug Immersion Heater
[image: Screw Plug Immersion Heater]
Screw plug immersion heaters are ideal for direct immersion heating of liquids, including all types of oils and heat transfer solutions. Available in a variety of sizes, Watlow screw plug immersion heaters feature both WATROD round and FIREBAR flat tubular elements. Heating elements are hairpin bent and either welded or brazed into the screw plug, depending on element sheath and plug material compatibility.
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Hands-On Assistance from Technical Specialists
Need Help?
Fill out our immersion heating application form and we will have one of our process heating experts contact you, or call
(855) 737-4718 to speak to one of our experts immediately.




   Request a Quote Find an Office Training Courses Contact Us
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	Services



 Engineered Solutions
 Custom Heating Solutions
 Heater/ Pump Skid
 Roof & Gutter Heat Trace
 Heating Systems
 Heat Trace Solutions



 A lesson for me is that I need to involve you earlier in the program.
You were tireless in your support and it will not be forgotten!

 See More Testimonials


 Valin Was There For Us
 When we needed technical assistance and applications support, Valin was there for us. Their knowledgeable engineers saved us an invaluable amount of time, helping us get up and running quickly. We are very happy with their services.
 See More Testimonials



 


Valin Headquarters
5225 Hellyer Ave. #250, San Jose, CA 95138Phone: 800-774-5630Fax: 408-730-1363




Contact Us
Do you have questions about our website, our products or any of our services?
Get in Touch



 Connect With Us
Twitter
Facebook
LinkedIn
YouTube
Instagram
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